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Politics - According to the Bible
Crown
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Big
Oil and Gas Versus
Democracy—Winner Take All “A
rollickingly well-written book,
filled with fascinating, exciting,
and alarming stories about the
impact of the oil and gas industry
on the world today.”—The New York

Times Book Review In 2010, the
words “earthquake swarm” entered
the lexicon in Oklahoma. That same
year, a trove of Michael Jackson
memorabilia—including his iconic
crystal-encrusted white glove—was
sold at auction for over $1
million to a guy who was,
officially, just the lowly
forestry minister of the tiny
nation of Equatorial Guinea. And
in 2014, revolutionaries in
Ukraine raided the palace of their
ousted president and found a zoo
of peacocks, gilded toilets, and a
floating restaurant modeled after
a Spanish galleon. Unlikely as it
might seem, there is a thread
connecting these events, and

Rachel Maddow follows it to its
crooked source: the unimaginably
lucrative and equally corrupting
oil and gas industry. With her
trademark black humor, Maddow
takes us on a switchback journey
around the globe, revealing the
greed and incompetence of Big Oil
and Gas along the way, and drawing
a surprising conclusion about why
the Russian government hacked the
2016 U.S. election. She deftly
shows how Russia’s rich reserves
of crude have, paradoxically,
stunted its growth, forcing
Vladimir Putin to maintain his
power by spreading Russia’s rot
into its rivals, its neighbors,
the West’s most important
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alliances, and the United States.
Chevron, BP, and a host of other
industry players get their star
turn, most notably ExxonMobil and
the deceptively well-behaved Rex
Tillerson. The oil and gas
industry has weakened democracies
in developed and developing
countries, fouled oceans and
rivers, and propped up
authoritarian thieves and killers.
But being outraged at it is,
according to Maddow, “like being
indignant when a lion takes down
and eats a gazelle. You can’t
really blame the lion. It’s in her
nature.” Blowout is a call to
contain the lion: to stop
subsidizing the wealthiest
businesses on earth, to fight for
transparency, and to check the
influence of the world’s most
destructive industry and its
enablers. The stakes have never
been higher. As Maddow writes,
“Democracy either wins this one or
disappears.”

Harper's Weekly Twelve
Vol. 8 includes New Testament supplement.
Anchor
Why is cloning wrong? Does the Bible say a
divorced person can remarry? Can angels

sin? Is body piercing wrong? Can demons read
our thoughts? Dr. Elmer Towns, author of over
80 books and Dean of Liberty University's
School of Religion, answers these and many
other questions you have wondered
about.Written for the new Christian too
embarrassed to ask, and for the long-time
Christian who still has unanswered questions,
this one-volume, indexed resource provides
the kind of responses your own pastor would
give as you're shaking hands after the Sunday
morning sermon-short, knowledgeable, and to
the point. Topics covered include: Politics The
Bible,The Holy Spirit,and Angels Creation
Demons and the Devil· God's Names Prayer,
Salvation, and Sin If you have questions-and
who doesn't-Bible Answers for Almost All Your
Questions is an essential resource.
The Mission of God: A Manifesto of Hope for
Society Harvard University Press
“The kingdom of heaven is like a grain of
mustard seed that a man took and sowed in his
field. It is the smallest of all seeds, but when it has
grown it is larger than all the garden plants and
becomes a tree, so that the birds of the air come
and make nests in its branches.” —Matthew
13:31–32 When Jesus began his ministry, he
announced that the kingdom of God was at hand.
But many modern-day Christians don’t really
understand what the kingdom of God is or how it
relates to the message of the gospel. Defining
kingdom as the King’s power over the King’s
people in the King’s place, Patrick Schreiner

investigates the key events, prophecies, and passages
of Scripture that highlight the important theme of
kingdom across the storyline of the Bible—helping
readers see how the mission of Jesus and the
coming of the kingdom fit together. Part of the
Short Studies in Biblical Theology series.
Bible Answers for Almost All Your
Questions Crossway
A variety of perspectives exist within
the Christian community when it
comes to political issues and political
involvement. This comprehensive and
readable book presents a political
philosophy from the perspective that
the Gospel pertains to all of life so
Christians should be involved in
political issues. In brief, this is an
analysis of conservative and liberal
plans to do good for the nation,
evaluated in light of the Bible and
common sense. In this ground-
breaking book, recognized evangelical
Bible professor Wayne Grudem
rejects five mistaken views about
Christian influence on politics: (1)
“compel religion,” (2) “exclude
religion,” (3) “all government is
demonic,” (4) “do evangel-ism, not
politics,” and (5) “do politics, not
evangelism.” He proposes a better
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alternative: (6) “significant Christian
influence on government.” Then he
explains the Bible’s teachings about
the purpose of civil government and
the characteristics of good or bad
government. Does the Bible support
some form of democracy? Should
judges and the courts hold the ultimate
power in a nation? With respect to
specific political issues, Grudem
argues that most people’s political
views depend on deep-seated assump-
tions about several basic moral and
even theological questions, such as
whether God exists, whether absolute
moral stan-dards can be known,
whether there is good and evil in each
person’s heart, whether people should
be accountable for their good and bad
choices, whether property should
belong to individuals or to society, and
whether the purpose of the earth’s
resources is to bring benefit to
mankind. After addressing these
foundational questions, Grudem
provides a thoughtful, carefully-
reasoned analysis of over fifty specific
issues dealing with the protection of
life, marriage, the family and children,
economic issues and taxation, the

environment, national defense,
relationships to other nations, freedom
of speech and religion, quotas, and
special interests. He makes frequent
application to the current policies of
the Democratic and Republi-can
parties in the United States, but the
principles discussed here are relevant
for any nation.

The Old Testament Student The
Japan Christian ReviewSouthern
California Law ReviewThe Federal
ReporterSelective Service Law
ReporterThe WatchtowerAnnuaire
Des Organisations
InternationalesThe Missionary
ReviewBible Answers for Almost
All Your Questions
Controversial evangelical Bible
scholar, popular blogger and
podcast host of The Bible for
Normal People, and author of The
Bible Tells Me So and The Sin of
Certainty explains that the Bible is
not an instruction manual or rule
book but a powerful learning tool
that nurtures our spiritual growth
by refusing to provide us with easy

answers but instead forces us to
acquire wisdom. For many
Christians, the Bible is a how-to
manual filled with literal truths
about belief that must be strictly
followed. But the Bible is not static,
Peter Enns argues. It does not hold
easy answers to the perplexing
questions and issues that confront
us in our daily lives. Rather, the
Bible is a dynamic instrument for
study that not only offers an
abundance of insights but provokes
us to find our own answers to
spiritual questions, cultivating
God’s wisdom within us. “The Bible
becomes a confusing mess when we
expect it to function as a rulebook
for faith. But when we allow the
Bible to determine our expectations,
we see that Wisdom, not answers,
is the Bible’s true subject matter,”
writes Enns. This distinction, he
points out, is important because
when we come to the Bible
expecting it to be a textbook
intended by God to give us
unwavering certainty about our
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faith, we are actually creating
problems for ourselves. The Bible,
in other words, really isn’t the
problem; having the wrong
expectation is what interferes with
our reading. Rather than
considering the Bible as an ancient
book weighed down with problems,
flaws, and contradictions that must
be defended by modern readers,
Enns offers a vision of the holy
scriptures as an inspired and
empowering resource to help us
better understand how to live as a
person of faith today. How the Bible
Actually Works makes clear that
there is no one right way to read
the Bible. Moving us beyond the
damaging idea that “being right” is
the most important measure of
faith, Enns’s freeing approach to
Bible study helps us to instead
focus on pursuing enlightenment
and building our relationship with
God—which is exactly what the Bible
was designed to do.
Jehovah's Witnesses HarperCollins
In the first comprehensive history of

American evangelicalism to appear in a
generation, Matthew Sutton shows how
charismatic Protestant preachers,
anticipating the end of the world,
paradoxically transformed it. Narrating
the story from the perspective of the
faithful, he shows how apocalyptic
thinking influences the American
mainstream today.
The American Tyler-keystone Ravenio
Books
Culture is the public manifestation of
religion, expressing the values and
beliefs that a society treasures. Western
culture was built upon the principles of
Christian belief. Today, having largely
abandoned the triune God and his word in
public and private life, we have
undermined this cultural foundation. We
must recover our footing or collapse.

The Kingdom of God and the Glory
of the Cross Zondervan
NATIONAL BESTSELLER ONE OF
THE NEW YORK TIMES 10 BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR Who are the
immensely wealthy right-wing
ideologues shaping the fate of
America today? From the
bestselling author of The Dark
Side, an electrifying work of
investigative journalism that

uncovers the agenda of this
powerful group. In her new preface,
Jane Mayer discusses the results of
the most recent election and Donald
Trump's victory, and how, despite
much discussion to the contrary,
this was a huge victory for the
billionaires who have been pouring
money in the American political
system. Why is America living in an
age of profound and widening
economic inequality? Why have
even modest attempts to address
climate change been defeated again
and again? Why do hedge-fund
billionaires pay a far lower tax rate
than middle-class workers? In a
riveting and indelible feat of
reporting, Jane Mayer illuminates
the history of an elite cadre of
plutocrats—headed by the Kochs, the
Scaifes, the Olins, and the
Bradleys—who have bankrolled a
systematic plan to fundamentally
alter the American political system.
Mayer traces a byzantine trail of
billions of dollars spent by the
network, revealing a staggering
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conglomeration of think tanks,
academic institutions, media groups,
courthouses, and government allies
that have fallen under their sphere
of influence. Drawing from
hundreds of exclusive interviews,
as well as extensive scrutiny of
public records, private papers, and
court proceedings, Mayer provides
vivid portraits of the secretive
figures behind the new American
oligarchy and a searing look at the
carefully concealed agendas
steering the nation. Dark Money is
an essential book for anyone who
cares about the future of American
democracy. National Book Critics
Circle Award Finalist LA Times
Book Prize Finalist PEN/Jean Stein
Book Award Finalist Shortlisted for
the Lukas Prize
The Watchtower Ezra Press
The Japan Christian ReviewSouthern
California Law ReviewThe Federal
ReporterSelective Service Law
ReporterThe WatchtowerAnnuaire
Des Organisations InternationalesThe
Missionary ReviewBible Answers for

Almost All Your QuestionsThomas
Nelson
The Saturday Review of Politics,
Literature, Science and Art Yearbook
of International Orga
History and teachings of Jehovah's
Witnesses organization.

Hindu Weekly Review Thomas
Nelson
The Yearbook of International
Organizations provides the most
extensive coverage of non-profit
international organizations
currently available. Detailed
profiles of international non-
governmental (NGO) and
intergovernmental organizations
(IGO), collected and documented
by the Union of International
Associations, can be found here. In
addition to the history, aims and
activities of international
organizations, with their events,
publications, and contact details,
the volumes of the Yearbook
include networks between
associations, biographies of key
people involved and extensive

statistical data. Volume 1 (A and B)
covers international organizations
throughout the world, comprising
their aims, activities and events.
This includes names (in English,
French and, where available, other
languages), abbreviations and
descriptions of over 34,000 not-for-
profit organizations currently active
in every field of human endeavor,
as well as references to associated
organizations, whose goals cross all
economic, political and geographical
borders, offering an insight into
new, productive relationships.
Volume 1 also allows quick and
easy cross-referencing from
volumes 2, 3, 4, and 6.
The Tablet
You were transformed to transform
your world! For too long,
Christianity has been defined by a
false concept of church. As a
result, believers have built walls
around their lives, keeping culture
at a distance. As Christians have
tried to keep culture out of the
church, unfortunately, the church
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has kept itself out of the culture.
This was never Jesus’ design for
the your life! Before church was
established as a place that people
“came to,” Jesus instituted it as an
army that brought transformation to
society, starting with salvation and
continuing with seven spheres of
influence: Church, family, education,
government, media, arts, and
commerce. Six revolutionary voices
in the modern church deliver
Invading Babylon. This essential
guide will equip you to: Understand
your vital role in shaping society.
Release God’s will in your sphere
of influence. Become an
unstoppable citizen in God’s
Kingdom. It’s your time to arise
and be a light in a dark world.
Sunday School Times
George N. H. Peters (1825 – 1909) was
an American Lutheran minister whose life
work, this three-volume defense of non-
dispensational premillennial theology,
was published in 1884. Wilbur E. Smith
calls it “the most exhaustive, thoroughly
annotated and logically arranged study of
Biblical prophecy that appeared in our

country during the nineteenth century.”

The Missionary Review
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
From the former secretary of state
and bestselling author -- a sweeping
look at the global struggle for
democracy and why America must
continue to support the cause of
human freedom. "This heartfelt and at
times very moving book shows why
democracy proponents are so
committed to their work...Both
supporters and skeptics of democracy
promotion will come away from this
book wiser and better informed."
--The New York Times From the end
of the Cold War and the collapse of
the Soviet Union to the ongoing
struggle for human rights in the
Middle East, Condoleezza Rice has
served on the front lines of history.
As a child, she was an eyewitness to a
third awakening of freedom, when her
hometown of Birmingham, Alabama,
became the epicenter of the civil
rights movement for black Americans.
In this book, Rice explains what these
epochal events teach us about
democracy. At a time when people
around the world are wondering

whether democracy is in decline, Rice
shares insights from her experiences
as a policymaker, scholar, and citizen,
in order to put democracy's challenges
into perspective. When the United
States was founded, it was the only
attempt at self-government in the
world. Today more than half of all
countries qualify as democracies, and
in the long run that number will
continue to grow. Yet nothing
worthwhile ever comes easily. Using
America's long struggle as a template,
Rice draws lessons for democracy
around the world -- from Russia,
Poland, and Ukraine, to Kenya,
Colombia, and the Middle East. She
finds that no transitions to democracy
are the same because every country
starts in a different place. Pathways
diverge and sometimes circle
backward. Time frames for success
vary dramatically, and countries often
suffer false starts before getting it
right. But, Rice argues, that does not
mean they should not try. While the
ideal conditions for democracy are
well known in academia, they never
exist in the real world. The question is
not how to create perfect
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circumstances but how to move
forward under difficult ones. These
same insights apply in overcoming the
challenges faced by governments
today. The pursuit of democracy is a
continuing struggle shared by people
around the world, whether they are
opposing authoritarian regimes,
establishing new democratic
institutions, or reforming mature
democracies to better live up to their
ideals. The work of securing it is
never finished.
The Publishers Weekly

The Harp of God

Far Eastern Economic Review

The Japan Christian Review

Saturday Review
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